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Before you begin, Listen to Audio Introduction

There is no shortage of organizations and people in this world that will
tell you how you should be living your life.  It’s easy enough to follow
someone else’s agenda if you are so inclined. The most ethical teachers
throughout history, however, have instructed us to learn to trust our
own inner compass - that individual, internal “sense” of the best course
of action in every situation. 

Your inner compass is by far the most sophisticated and valuable guide
you could possibly have and is a critical factor in becoming more ef-
fective in every area of your life. From navigating the complexities of a
moral dilemma to knowing how to treat your spouse or partner, your
inner compass dictates the most effective course of action for you and
prompts you to respond in kind. This isn’t a new or complicated con-
cept. Understanding it is as simple as knowing what you’d do if a small
child standing next to you were about to step into oncoming traffic.
We all have an inner sense of how to respond in most situations.

We also know deep down how we should be treating ourselves. The
principle is the same.

Granted, it gets much more complicated when responding to someone
who has wronged or mistreated you over the course of time. It can
also be extremely difficult and confusing to change personal thoughts,
feelings and habits that have been with us over the course of a lifetime.
Add to that the mixed messages and hypocrisy of family and commu-
nity life. Then throw in a plethora of distorted messages from Holly-
wood and the mass media, coupled with a culture of outright pride,
greed, immaturity and deception from government and business, and
soon your deepest sense of humanity gets mixed into a serious can of
worms. All this can cause extreme confusion and denial. We end up out
of touch with ourselves not even knowing what we want out of life.

This is where NLP can play an important role in your life.

In NLP we learn to ask precision questions that get to the heart of the
matter. Warning: These questions involve the world “should.” Some
people resent this word or consider it to be a source of angst. Words
like “should” can be used to coerce as can any words. Please under-
stand that how I use this word implies heartfelt obligation toward
something that you personally believe – independently of outside
sources. This is not what society, your peers or your mother expect
from you. This is what you genuinely and deeply want according to
your own standards. I’m asking you to get in touch with your own
deepest needs.

To unearth the sensitive inner self that knows the best course of action
and is more concerned with that than with anything else, I invite you
to ask yourself the following questions that I learned from my colleague
Jake Eagle, a long-time NLP trainer and co-founder of Green Psychology.
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Listen to Audio 1

Question #1
What SHOULD YOU be doing in your life that you are NOT doing?

What significant positive actions or habits are you lacking? What direction in life do you believe you should be
pursuing? Where do you believe you should be putting your energy and are you, in fact, doing it?
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Listen to Audio 2

Question #2
What ARE you doing that you know you SHOULD NOT be doing?

Even though you are a good person with good intentions, is there something you’re doing in your life that is
harmful to yourself or others?  I’m not talking about trivial things and pet peeves, but behaviors or attitudes that
cause real distress or that compromise your overall health or effectiveness in the world.  What are you doing that
you know you should not be doing?
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Listen to Audio 3

Question #3
What do you NOT want to know about yourself?

This is a sophisticated question that presupposes you are capable of knowing what you don’t want to know.  Es-
sentially, if you ask yourself this question, you are acknowledging that you may know more about yourself than
you are comfortable facing. Asking this question must be done with no judgment or blame and often requires
the help of a coach.  Confronting what you are avoiding or hiding is not for the faint of heart!

Why ask this? Maybe you are too critical. Perhaps you are somewhat selfish, indulgent or lazy. Maybe you don’t
want to face the fact that you are addicted to something harmful. Denying to yourself what is probably obvious
to others in your life is an age old tactic people use to save themselves from fear, trouble or embarrassment.
Hiding the truth is, essentially, a form of self-deception. Self-deception is a huge energy drain and perhaps the
most personally ineffective thing you can do. Shining a light in the dark spots of your life - confronting your lim-
itation and learning to overcome them - will set you free. 
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If you were brave enough to honestly answer these questions, then you are ahead of most of the population.
Getting to honest answers will plant your feet squarely on “personal ethical” ground and put you in touch with
your deepest needs for change. Based on your answers, you can know your heartfelt obligations and best self-
improvement goals. Honesty in this department, regardless of your acknowledged flaws, will probably deliver a
huge sigh of relief and a healthy measure of self-respect as well. 

When you arrive at the point in life where you aren’t doing what you believe you shouldn’t, doing everything
you believe you should and remain unafraid to know everything there is to know about yourself, you will have
arrived at a state of personal power that few have ever experienced. NLP (in the right hands) is a wonderfully ef-
fective vehicle to take you there.

MOST IMPORTANT - Listen to Audio 4  
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Our online NLP Study Program comes with:
• Practitioner’s manual
• Online video & audio instruction
• Online commenting and student forums
• Bonus NLP-based programs

Now you don’t have to schedule time away, spend extra
money on travel or disrupt your daily life to effectively
learn NLP. Our online program provides you with all the
tools you need to successfully learn NLP online at your
own pace and on your own time.

Earn your NLP Practitioner 
Certification Online Now
for only $439

NLP Practitioner Certification 
Online Study Program

Customized One-on-One
NLP Practitioner Certification
Training Program

What if, for a period of 12 weeks you were in-
dividually coached with the deepest and most
effective form of personal change work by one
of the top experts in the field? 

What if, during that process, you also learned
how to help and influence others like never
before? 

What if at the end of the 12 weeks you found
it easy and obvious how to continue applying
NLP to your day-to-day life?

How would your life change? This is the op-
portunity of one-on-one NLP training with
Mike Bundrant. Each week you’ll get a cus-
tomized one-on-one, 90-minute NLP training
session via phone or Skype for 12 weeks. 

There is perhaps no better way to learn NLP!
Even live, group trainings are not as effective
at addressing individual questions, learning
styles and application of the training material.
By the end of your training, you will have spent
three months and roughly 90 hours learning
the most sophisticated set of personal devel-
opment and interpersonal communication
skills that has ever been developed. All this for
less than the price of a live, group training. 

Convenient, Affordable & More Effective!
Please visit us online for pricing and more info.

Enroll at www.iNLPCenter.com
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iNLP Center Membership3

If you are interested in learning NLP but aren’t in need
of a certification, our monthly membership is just for
you. You get access to:
• NLP courses & workbooks
• Online video & audio instruction
• Personal development program.

Work at your own pace and only spend time learning
what is important to you.

Join iNLP Center
for only $29 per month

Call for your Free 30-minute
Strategy Session
951-225-4475


